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DETERMINANTS OF LAPLACIANS ON THE SPACE
OF CONICAL METRICS ON THE SPHERE

HALA KHURI KING

Abstract. On a compact surface with smooth boundary, the determinant of

the Laplacian associated to a smooth metric on the surface (with Dirichlet

boundary conditions if the boundary is nonempty) is a well-defined isospectral

invariant. As a function on the moduli space of such surfaces, it is a smooth

function whose boundary behavior in certain cases is well understood; see [OPS

and K]. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to a certain class of singular metrics

on closed surfaces called conical metrics. We show that the determinant of the

associated Laplacian is still well defined and that it is a real analytic function

on a suitably restricted subset of the space of conical metrics on the sphere.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let Z denote a compact surface without boundary. Let a be a smooth

metric on X and A be its Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on functions. Let

0 = Ao < Ai < X2 ■■ • denote the eigenvalues of A. Then for an orthonormal

basis of functions {uj} we have Auj+XjUj = 0. We recall that the determinant

of the Laplacian, det' A, is formally defined as
oo

det'A=l[Àj,
7=1

and that to give meaning to this product we use the standard zeta regularization.

We introduce the zeta function
CO

(1.1) Z(s) = YJ*--s

7=1

in terms of which

(1.2) det'A = exp(-Z'(0)).

It follows from the asymptotic distribution of the lj 's, given by Weyl's law,

that Z(s) defines an analytic function for 9t(s) > 1. To study the analytic

continuation of Z(s), we note that since the gamma function satisfies

Y(s)a's= /    e-atf-xdt,
_ Jo
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we have for 9t(s) > 1 + e,

oo oo

7=1 7=1

Thus, for 9l(i ) large we can write

(U) z« - râ/"**(•"-à)'t-
with .4 being the area of (X, a).

It is easy to see that

f~l dt

can be analytically continued in 5, to all of C. Also as is well known, see [MS],
the kernel of eA' has the following expansion as t -* 0 ;

(1.4, ¿c-v„jw = ïL + «g>+0(,),
7=0

where K(x) is the Gaussian curvature of X at x. Integrating these local
invariants over X yields as t —► 0,

(1.5) TR(O = ¿ + ̂ P + 0(í),

where #(X) denotes the Euler characteristic of X. It follows that

<L6)     z<s> = rrô{4^+(^-0^analy,icinî}

in the region 9t(s) > -1. Hence Z has an analytic continuation as a mero-

morphic function, is regular at 5 = 0 and (1.2) makes sense.

In case X has smooth boundary, we subject A to Dirichlet boundary con-

ditions and use the analogue of (1.5) to show that (1.2) still makes sense. We

note that to define det'A using (1.2) we needed the discreteness of the spec-

trum, spec(A), the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues and some known

results about the small time behavior of the heat kernel.

From here on X will denote a closed surface of genus p. Let {Px,... , Pn)
be n distinct points on X with n > 3 for p = 0 and n > 1 for p > 1. A

conical metric on X with vertices {Px, ... , P„} and exponents {ai, ... , an]

is a flat metric on Y\{PX, ... , P„} such that in the neighborhood of each P¡
there are isothermal coordinates so that the line element takes the form

(1.7) ds = \w\a'\dw\

in 0 < \w\ < ô,■, for some 6¡ > 0, where

(a)   fl/>-l,

(1'8) (b)    ±ai = 2p-2.
;=1
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We need condition (1.8(a)) to ensure that the line element (1.7) is integrable

on smooth curves through the vertices and condition (1.8(b)) follows the Gauss-

Bonnet theorem. We shall see that we can still use (1.2) to define det'A, when

A is the Laplacian associated to a conical metric on X.
Next we say two conical metrics ox on I\{PX, ... , P„} and o2 on

A{ôi > • • • > Qn} are equivalent if there is a sense-preserving diffeomorphism

/ onto X onto itself mapping vertices to vertices for which o2 = f*ox. The

space of conical metrics on X, ^¡, is defined to be

fën = {conical metrics}/Diff+(X),

with the action of the diffeomorphism group as above. Let ^* be the subset of

fën consisting of those metrics with fixed exponents. We show that, for X = S2,

Theorem, det' A is real analytic on W*.

Acknowledgment. This paper is part of my 1990 Stanford thesis. I am grateful
to Peter Sarnak, my advisor, for his guidance and support.

2. Conic Laplacian

Let a be a conical metric on X with vertices {Px, ... , Pn} and exponents

{ax,... , an} . In geodesic polar coordinates, this metric takes the form

(2.1) ds2 = dr2 +il+a¡)2r2 dB2,       r =\w\x+af(l+a¡),

near P¡. This is a special case of a cone-like singularity of a manifold where
the metric takes the more general form

(2.2) a = dr2 + r2oNir),       0 < r < e,

with a smooth family of nonsingular metrics er/v(r) on a smooth compact man-
ifold Nm without boundary, referred to as the cross section of the cone, and

Ofiir) constant for small r. In this special case, N is the circle S\+a. of radius

1 +a,:. The spectral geometry of Riemannian spaces Y with cone-like singular-
ities as such has been studied by Cheeger [C], Nagase [N], and Briining-Seeley

[BS]. Melrose [M] has also studied the spectral geometry of proper conic metrics
defined by the existence of a defining function r, on a compact manifold with

boundary, in terms of which

(2.3) o = r2sHdr/r)2 + h),

where h is a C°°-symmetric 2-tensor. We note that by setting w = rew , (1.7)

becomes a special case of (2.3) with s = I + a¡ and h = dB2 .
Let X = X\{.Pi, ... , P„} and H{X) denote the completion of

(2.4) iu e Co°°iX) : \\u\\2x = Í (|Vw|2 + |w|2) dV < oo j ,

in the metric induced by ||w||2 = ||«||2 + ||Vh||2 . On HiX) we consider the
symmetric bilinear form given by

(2.5) qiu, v)= f iVu.Vv)dV,
Jx

for u, v £ HiX). Then q is a semibounded closed quadratic form. This gives

q as the quadratic form of a unique selfadjoint operator -A, i.e.,

(2.6) (-Au,v) = q(u,v),

where u,v£ H(X).
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In the general case, with Y described as above, one has

Theorem 2.1 [C, N]. If m = dim N is odd, then the collection of eigenfunctions

4> such that (j), d<f>, and A<p e L2 determines a complete orthonormal basis of

L2. The eigenspaces are finite dimensional and the eigenvalues satisfy 0 < Xx <

X2 ■ ■ ■ -> oo. Furthermore,

vol(Y"U(m+1>/2

m~<4*Yß»i)ßmm + \)/2 + iy    ajAÎ0°'

where N(X) = \{j> l:Xj<X}\ .

The proof of this theorem (and the corresponding statement if dim/V is
even) uses as a main technique the method of separation of variables and the

solutions of Bessel equations with a regular singularity at r = 0. In the spe-

cial case of the conic Laplacian on S2, the discreteness of spec(A) is pretty

straightforward:

Lemma 2.2. Let A be the Laplacian associated with a conical metric a on S2.

Then spec(A) ¿s discrete.

Proof. Let rx be a conical metric on S2 with vertices {Px, ... , Pn} and expo-

nents {ai, ... , an}. Let Bi be the ball centered at P¡ with radius r,. Without

loss of generality we assume r, = 1. Let X = S2\{Pi, ..., Pn}. To show
spec(A) is discrete, we need only show

(2.7) ¥x = íueC°°(X): Í (\Vu\2 + u2) dV < 1 j

is precompact in L2(X) : see [RS].
We show first that for any real number ô , the set

FBi = lue C00(Bi) : Í (|Vw|2 + u2)dV < S,  u = Oon dB¡\

is precompact in L2(B¡). For notational convenience, we drop the subscript i.

On B, the Laplacian associated with a , acting on functions, is given by

(2.8) A = r'2a~2[rdr + r2d2 + d¡].

Consider on B the eigenvalue problem

Au + Xu = 0,

y " ' u = 0   on dB.

Set u(r, 6) = f(r)g(0) and a = a + 1. Then (2.9) is equivalent to

f2 l0) r2(fi" + f'/r + Xr2*f)/f = -g"(6)/g(0),

/(1) = 0.

The first equation in (2.10) gives g"(0)/g(0) = -m2, where m is a nonnegative
integer. Thus g(0) = a cos md + ß sin md for some a, ß . Set v = fir). Then

(2.11) v" + ( 1 /r)y' + iXr2a -m2/r2)y = 0.

The solution of equation (2.11) is given by

(2.12) y = CiM^ra+x/ia + I)) + c2J-viVXra+x /(a + 1)),
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where cx and c2 axe constants, v = m ¡(a + 1), and Jv is the Bessel function

of order v . Since u € FB , we have c2 = 0. Thus (2.12) reduces to

y = cxJv(yTXra+xl(a+l)).

The condition f(l) = 0 implies VX/(a + 1) is a zero of the function /y(x),
which has infinitely many real zeroes kmj (j = 1,2,3, ...). We can then

write the eigenfunctions in the form

Jvikm ,,ra+1)(acos md + ßsinmO),

where a,ß are arbitrary. Furthermore any function in C2(B) which vanishes

on dB , can be expressed in a convergent series of the form

(2.13) ^2amJJu(km,Jra+x)cosm(e - emJ).
m,j

In particular, if {fk} e¥B , then having normalized the eigenfunctions, we get

m,j

Thus for a fixed m, there is a sequence {kf} suchthat {af'j} converges for all

r <m. Using the diagonal process, there exists {s¡} such that {a^j} -* bmj

as s¡ —► oo . Set

f(r, 6) = £bm,jJv(kmJra+x)cosm(0 - 6mJ).

m,j

Then {fjfl)} -» / in L2(J?) and FÄ is precompact in L2(B).

Now we can show that Fx is precompact in L2(X). Let {</>,} be a partition

of unity subordinate to Bx,... , Bn, X\U"=X V¡ where V¡ is a closed subset of

Bi and such that |V&| < Ik for all /'. Set 40 = X\U¡LxVi, A¡ = B¡ for
1 < i < n . Then for w € Fjr , u = £)"=0 ̂ 'M< anc* f°r everY O < / < « we have

/ (\V(4>iu)\2 + ((t>iu)2)dV = / (iVu.tpi + u.Vfrf + tfu^dV
Ja¡ Ja¡

< í (<p2\Vu\2 + 2<pi.u.\Vu\\V<pi\ + u2\V<t>i\2 + 4>2u2)dV
Ja¡

= f <j)2(\Vu\2 + u2)dV+ í (\V(¡)i\2u2 + 2<t>iU\Vu\\V4>i\)dV
Ja¡ Ja¡

< í (\Vu\2 + u2)dV + f (k2u2 + k(u2 + |Vm|2))dV
Ja¡ Ja¡

<l+k2 + k,

whenever ¡x(\Vu\2 + u2) dV < 1. Thus given {gn} e F* , one has {4>ign} 6 F^.

for all O < i < n . Using the first result and a diagonal process we can extract a

convergent subsequence {<t>ignk} in L2(X), hence the desired claim.   D

3. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE HEAT KERNEL

The authors in [BS] give a scheme for computing the asymptotics of TR(e-L')

as t -» 0+ for certain singular operators L, a principal example of which is
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the Laplace operator for a manifold with a singularity, where the metric takes
the form (2.2). The idea there is to study an appropriate power of the resolvent

of L then pass to the heat kernel by a contour integral. The Hubert space L2

on which A acts is a direct sum of an interior part H¡, consisting of those

functions vanishing identically within some distance of the singularity, and a
boundary part H^ , consisting of the complementary space. Since the interior

part is well understood, the heart of the problem is thus the construction of the

boundary parametrix. Let W = {w e C : | arg to | < n - e} , e > 0. The main
result, in our case, is that for any smooth function <j> supported sufficiently near

the singular points, we have
/•OO

(3.1) TR[0(A + z2)-2]= /    o(x,xz)dx,
Jo

where a(x, w) defined on R x W is C°° in x, with derivatives analytic in
w, and such that a(x, w) ~ 52jOj(x)waJ gives the following expansion as

w —► oo in W :
foo roo ...k

/    a(x,xz)dx~Yz-k-x       ^-¡-o^(0,w)dw
Jo k>0 Jo    k\

roo

(3.2) +YsJ    i^x)a'Oj(x)dx

^      an        ^'^iO)+      > Za'lnZ-f--TTT.

oij=—X

Here {a;} is a sequence of complex numbers with 9t(a/) -* -oo , and the func-

tions cr(,c)(x, w) = d%o(x, w) and o¡ e S(R) (Schwartz class) are determined

by any interior parametrix valid away from the singular point and the divergent
integrals are defined by analytic continuation; see [BS].

To give an idea how these asymptotic expansions arise, the Laplacian in the
neighborhood of a vertex /?, is given by

(3.3) A = -d2-r-xdr + r-2AN,

where Aw is the Laplacian on N = Sx+a . The change of variables / -» yfrfi

transforms A into

(3.4) A = -Ör2 + r-2(A^-l/4).

Thus on Hb, A is given by

(3.5) -e} + r-2A,        A = AN-\,

where the operator A is unbounded on L2{N), with A > — £ . The singular

operator, Da , which is the Friedrich's extension of D = -d2 + r~2a, a > -\ ,
has resolvent with kernel

(3.6) Kix, y,z) = {xy)xI2Iv{xz)Kv{yz),       x<y,

where v = Ja + \, and Iv, Kv are Bessel functions: see [Ca].   If <f> has

compact support, then </>(Da + z2)~x has finite trace given by an integral as in

(3.2) where

(3.7) o(x, w) = x<t>(x)Iv(w)K„(w)
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has an expansion in terms of w~x, w~2, ... as w -» oo in any open sector

I argt¿;| < n/2 - e. A similar expansion for the trace of <f>(A + z2)~2, can be

obtained by using the kernel of (Da + z2)~2, a € spec(A), which is given on
the diagonal by

(3.8) k2(x, x, z) = (~¿¿) (xIv(xz)Kv(xz)).

Let y be a cut-off function supported sufficiently close to the singular point

x = 0, such that A = Ab on supp y and y(x) = 1 for small x. Then, as

shown in [BS], YR(ye~Al) has an asymptotic expansion, as t -> 0, in i(fc_3V2,

¿(-4-^/2 ) an(j t(-4-a)/2 jog t Here a < _ i and A: > 3 are integers. Going

back to (1.2) and (1.6), we observe that as far as det'A is concerned the terms
of interest are the constant term, Co, and the coefficient of log t, cx, in this
asymptotic expansion. Problems arise when cx ̂  0 since then Z(s) has a first
order pole at 5 = 0:

/ ts~l logtdt = lim I ^-'logid^lmJ-6'1086
Jo e-0 Jt *^°

Set

(3.9) C(s)=    £   via)-'
aespec{A)

S2

1

where v(a) = Ja+\. Let Bk denote the /cth Bernoulli number, and Res^ fi(zo)

denote the coefficient of (z-z0)~k in the Laurent expansion of a meromorphic

function /at zq . Then Co and cx axe given by

Theorem 3.1 [BS].
(a)

c0 = - ^ResoC(-l) - \ £(-l)*^Res, Ç(2k - 1)
A:>1

+ -^ResxC(-l)+ /    g0(x)dx,
oVTt Jo

(b) cx=\Resi C(-l), where go(x) satisfies limx^o^^o^) = -\Resj Ç(-l).

For A^ = Sx+a and erjv(r) = (I + a)2d02, if ß = I + a then the eigenvalues

of A axe given by {n2/ß2 - 1/4} , « G Z, and the zeta function (3.9) is given
by

oo     /     \—s

(3.10) ^) = 2E(j)     =2/*'C*(i).
n=l

Since

Cr(-1) = -1/12,    ResiCÄ(l) = l,    and   t3,=-1/6,

Theorem 3.1 yields cx = 0, and

1        ß       f°°
(3.11) C° = T2ß-T2+Jo   8o{x)dX-

Thus we have the regularized interior term /0°° goix) dx, plus singular terms in

the zeta function (3.9). One can easily show that if o is flat on Xq\{/>i , ... , Pn}
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then /0°° go(x) dx = 0. Since cx = 0, Z(s) is regular at s = 0 and we can use

(1.2) to define det'A.

4. Real analyticity

Let Wn denote the space of conical metrics on the sphere with n vertices.

Let W* denote the subspace consisting of those metrics with fixed exponents.

Any point in Wn determines a smooth conformai structure on S2 . Since there

is only one conformai structure on S2 determined by the standard round metric

(To, it follows that each point in W„ has a representative of the form

(4.1) o = e2*oo,

where <j> is smooth and harmonic with respect to do on S2\{PX,..., P„} , fox

some P\,... ,Pn. We identify S2 with C = CU(oo) with local coordinates z
on C and 1/z near oo and with the standard conformai structure. A conical

metric o on C\{xx , ... ,xn}, with x, e C, corresponding to (4.1) may be

written as o = e2<i>\dz\2 on C\{t. , ... , xn} , and as o = e2<t,{X/z)\dz\2/\z\4 for

z near 0, using the coordinate 1/z near oo . We shall show

Theorem 4.1.  det'A: ^* —>■ R is real analytic.

Proof. Let us first prove the theorem for the case of four vertices. Let a

be a conical metric on C with vertices {t, to, xx , x2} and fixed exponents

{a, do, ai,a2}. Assume that t, is fixed for i = 0, 1, 2 with |t,| > 2 and
|t| < e for a given e > 0. Rather than work with Aa , a fixed operator on a

varying space, it is more convenient to work with a family of varying operators

on a fixed underlying space. To that end, let / be a C°°-function with / = 1
inside the circle of radius 1 about 0 and / = 0 outside the circle of radius 2

about 0. Let {gt(z)} be the flow generated by the vector field X = fix with

0 < t < 1 . Then <f>T(z) = gx(z) = z + fix is a diffeomorphism of C fixing t,

and mapping the disk of radius 1 about 0 conformally to the disk of radius 1
about x with </>T(0) = f • Under pullback of metrics, we get a family of metrics

{of} on C with fixed vertices {0, To, xx, x2} which is analytic in x and fixed

in the neighborhood of a vertex.

Near a vertex x of a conical metric on surface X, we have Figure 1.

Figure 1
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It is shown in [N, Lemma 5.3] that

(4.2)       kr>z(x, x, t) = kx,Zx(x, x, t)h2 + kt,Qix,x,t)Ic2 + Oie'0"),

where kXtM is the heat kernel on M, Im is the characteristic function on M

and Oie~âl'), ô > 0 is a term any derivatives of which decrease exponentially

when /-»O. The main idea there is to reconstruct the heat kernel of X, using

E. E. Levi's method, from the well-known heat kernel of a compact surface and

from the formal representation of the heat kernel involving Bessel functions in

a neighborhood of a cone-like singularity. Using estimates of Bessel functions

and the uniqueness of the heat kernel, one gets (4.2).

Set h(a) = -log(det'A), then

*(<*) = -t-      =7Z\\ kTtZ(x,x,t)dxt
,4_3) ds\s=0Y(s) [J0 JT

f°° [ dt
+        / kx^(x,x, t)dx—.

sdt

To analyze (4.3) note that we have arranged the problem so that the metric
does not change in the neighborhood of a vertex. Thus one parametrix for the

Laplacian in a neighborhood of a vertex will work uniformly for all vertices,

and the construction of such a parametrix has already been done in [BS]. Away

from the vertices, we need a further result. Let {gx} be a family of metrics

analytic in x on a compact surface M with smooth boundary, and {AT} be

the corresponding family of Laplacians on L2(M). Let {<f>x,x, (¡>2,x,...} be a

complete orthonormal basis of L2(M) consisting of eigenfunctions of AT with

<f>jyT having eigenvalue A/>t : 0 < Ai>T < X2yt.Then Xx )T is continuous in
x and is uniformly bounded from below by some constant c. Let ¡^(x, x, t)

denote the heat kernel on (M, gT). Then

Lemma 4.2. (1) kx(x, x, t) is analytic in x.

(2) Given T>0, \kx(x,x,t)\ = 0(e~ct^) for all t > T.
(3) For small t and fixed xq , the error term in the expansion of kx(x, x, t)

is uniform in x in a neighborhood of Xo.

Proof. We recall the construction of a parametrix for A.   Let e = inj(Af),

Be = B(y, e) for y e M. We introduce geodesic spherical coordinates on BE
by

x = exVy(rÇ),       0<r<e,c¡eMy with |£| = 1.

Let

(4.4) Sk(x, y, t) = ¿ exp (~^,J;)) ¿ Uj(x, y)t>,
^ ' 7=0

where u¡( , y): B6 —* R satisfy

"o(y, y) = i,

(4.5) du0/dr+±(4>'/(j>)uo = 0,

duj/dr + [{<}>'I <f> + j/r]Uj = Auj/r,
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for j > 1. Here we use the notation of [Ch, p. 149], where rr/j(expy rÇ, y) is

defined as a determinant of a path of linear transformations on the orthogo-

nal space of £ defined in terms of parallel translation and Jacobi fields along

geodesies y¡ . The solution to (4.5) is given by

uo(x,y) = <j)-xl2(x,y),

(4.6) /-i
Uj(x, y) = u0(x, y)      xJ l(uoAuj-i)(expyxrt,, y) dx,

Jo
for j > 1. Let 0 < p < 1 e C°°(M x M) be equal to 1 on BE/4 and 0 on

(M x M)\BE/2 . A parametrix for (A-d/dt) on M is then given by Hk = pSk ,

which satisfies

(4.7) (A, - d/dt)Hk = tk-x exp(-d2(x, y)/4t)Gk ,

with Gk e C°°(M x M x [0, oo)). A fundamental solution to the heat equation

is then given by
i*/r / ¿i \

k(x,x,t) = Hk + Hk*Yí   (A*-d¡)Hl = Hk + Hk*F,

where for 0 < t < T, one has the estimate

(4.8) \F(x,y,t)\< Ctk~x exp(-d2(x, y)/4t).

It is well known from the theory of ordinary differential equations [CL] that

the solution of an ordinary differential equation, depending continuously (or
analytically) on a parameter, depends continuously (or analytically) on the given

data. Since geodesies y : (a, b) —» M axe solutions of second degree ordinary

differential equations whose coefficients are the Christoffel symbols (which are

smooth functions in the coefficients of the metric gx), geodesies on M depend
smoothly on x. Similarly for a parallel field of vectors v(t) along a geodesic or
for a Jacobi field Z . We can thus conclude that Uq,x is analytic in x. Using

the iteration formula (4.6) we see that UjiX is analytic in x for all j. This

gives ( 1 ) in Lemma 4.2.
For the large time behavior, let T > 0 be given. Then

(4.9)

and

h:(x,X, í) = X!e   ̂ •'Vj.tW^.tW.
7=1

-*7.tí <l)j,x(x)<pjtX(x)

7=1

<5>"Aj-*'ii^,tII
7=1

<c£, -*;,tí 1
D2<t>j,

7=1 7=1

e-x^ikjtXf

where we used a standard Sobolev inequality [F]. Using the simple fact that
e~ss < e~sl2 for 5 > In 4, and the well-known asymptotic distribution of large

eigenvalues X¡ ~ aj as y —► oo, we can choose N large enough so that for

j > N we have

(4.10) e-xi^(XjyX)2 < (2/t2)e-x>^l\

(4.11) Xj,x>aj/2,
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and

(4.12) g-(aJ/2-ií,t)t/4 < j—2

Then

N

(4.13) J2e~Xj,'tViJ>J2 - 2Ne~Xuxt/4

7=1

and
oo oo oo

Y, e-x'^(XjtX)2<2 Y, e-xi^4<2e-Xi^4 £ e~"y>t,/4

j=N+X j=N+X j=N+X
oo

m 14) <2e~x,''t/4 Y" e-(ajß-M,z)t/4

j=N+X
oo

<2í>-a'.^4  Y J~2<Be-x'^'/4,

j=N+X

where

Pj,T = Aj,x — Xitf,       B — 2 2_^ J   ■
j=N+X

Putting all this together we get

\kr(x, x, 0| < C(2N + B)e-il-<t/4,

hence the desired estimate

\kx(x,x,t)\ = 0(e-c"4).

For the small time behavior, let T > 0 and To be given. Then, for t e

[0, T], the constant C appearing in (4.8) is a function of the volume of M,

r,and sup | Gk | on MxMx[0, T], Using the analyticity of UjtX in x on the

compact surface M we get the uniformity in x of sup|Gjt| in a neighborhood
of To, hence the desired result. Putting together (4.2), (4.3), Lemma 4.2, and

the remark preceding it we get Theorem 4.1 for four vertices.

For the general case, we proceed in a similar manner. Let o be a conical

metric on C with fixed exponents and with vertices {0, 1, oo, T4, ... , x„}.

Assume that \x¡■ - x°¡\ < e for a given e and fixed x°¡ . We construct, as

before, a diffeomorphism of C fixing {0, 1, 00} and mapping a small disk

about t, conformally onto a small disk about r° , with t, mapped to x0¡ . Un-

der pullback of metrics, we get a family of metrics on C with fixed vertices

{0, 1, 00, T°, ... , x°n} which is analytic in the parameters t, and is fixed in

the neighborhood of a vertex. The proof is now identical to the one for four

vertices. This finishes the proof of the theorem.   D
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